Urbanism + New Work

This first Dialogue addresses an interdisciplinary exchange about strategies, methods and tools to think, develop, and connect possibilities for new working models and cultural employment, building upon existing and emerging networks and alliances as well as theoretical models and historic experiments. The topic of "Urbanism + New Work" includes digitalization as a major driver for change and strongly relates questions about places, different life styles and social living situations, infrastructures and future perspectives, that in the periphery, play an important role.

Severine Marguin CRC 1265 Re-Figuration of Spaces, TU Berlin (D) – Sociology of Space
Elena Militello Southworking Association, University of Messina (IT) – Law

Further Informations and Access: www.staedtebau.uni-hannover.de/schroeder

Urbanism + Experiments

Aiming for possibilities, openness and collective action in our habitats – How can we bring discourse into practice; explore new ways of co-creating processes, building bridges through cultural engagement, performativity and communication? The topic of "Urbanism + Experiments" combines the theoretical reflection and observation of how social and spatial doings become manifested and explores innovative ideas and projects how existing situations can be transformed and how future could look like – from the eyes of children, from a perspective of theatre and through a creative engagement of people.

Lucio Nardi Theatre Collaborations, (D/IT) – Architecture
Amica Dall Assemble, London (UK) – Anthropology, English Literature

Urbanism + Creativity

Art as way of thinking, a process, time and experimentation is a reading and communicating in different ways – it opens possibilities to create together, discuss, do, re-do and invent. Dealing with urban space, requires this spirit of creativity that welcomes the unexpected and allows things to develop, but how exactly can it drive change and how is it connected to a situated learning of given contextual situations?

Alma Sarmiento Universidad del Rosario, Bogotá (COL) – Art
Torange Khonsari Public works, London (UK) – Architecture
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